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a b s t r a c t 

In the future, automatic speech-based analysis of mental health could become widely available to help augment 

conventional healthcare evaluation methods. For speech-based patient evaluations of this kind, protocol design is 

a key consideration. Read speech provides an advantage over other verbal modes (e.g. automatic, spontaneous) 

by providing a clinically stable and repeatable protocol. Further, text-dependent speech helps to reduce pho- 

netic variability and delivers controllable linguistic/affective stimuli, therefore allowing more precise analysis 

of recorded stimuli deviations. The purpose of this study is to investigate speech disfluency behaviors in non- 

depressed/depressed speakers using read aloud text containing constrained affective-linguistic criteria. Herein, 

using the Black Dog Institute Affective Sentences (BDAS) corpus, analysis demonstrates statistically significant 

feature differences in speech disfluencies, whereby when compared to non-depressed speakers, depressed speak- 

ers show relatively higher recorded frequencies of hesitations (55% increase) and speech errors (71% increase). 

Our study examines both manually and automatically labeled speech disfluency features, demonstrating that de- 

tailed disfluency analysis leads to considerable gains, of up to 100% in absolute depression classification accuracy, 

especially with affective considerations, when compared with the affect-agnostic acoustic baseline (65%). 
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. Introduction 

During mental health evaluations, it is standard practice for a clini-
ian to evaluate a patient’s spoken language behavior. Individuals suf-
ering from depression disorders often exhibit psychogenic voice dis-
urbances that adversely change their autonomic system and personal-
ty ( Perepa, 2017 ). Recorded exemplars of speech-language disruptions
n clinically depressed patients include disfluent speech patterns, aban-
onment of phrases, and unusually long response latencies ( Breznitz &
herman, 1987 ; Greden & Carroll, 1980 ; Hoffman et al., 1985 ). Patients
ith clinical depression also exhibit a greater number of speech hesita-

ions (i.e. pauses, repeats, false-starts) than non-depressed populations
uring communication due to psychomotor agitation/retardation and
ognitive processing delays ( Alpert et al., 2001 ; Cannizzaro et al., 2004 ;
arby et al., 1984 ; Duffy, 2008 ; Ellgring & Scherer, 1996 ; Fossati et al.,
003 ; Hartlage et al., 1993 ; Nilsonne, 1987; Nilsonne et al., 1988 ;
zabadi et al., 1976 ). 

Speech-based depression studies ( Alghowinem et al., 2012 ;
lpert et al., 2001 ; Esposito et al., 2016 ; Mundt, 2012 ; Nilsonne
t al., 1988 ; Stassen et al., 1998 ; Szabadi et al., 1976 ) have evaluated
ause durations and frequency ratios (e.g. filled-pause rate, empty pause
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ate) with varied success. For example, Alghowinem et al. (2012) and
sposito et al. (2016) observed that average spontaneous speech
ause durations were significantly longer in depressed speakers than
on-depressed speakers. Due to unrestrained spontaneous speech
ariables, pause and rate ratios (i.e. the total number of pauses divided
y the total number of words; the total pause time divided by the total
ecording time) have often been used to help compare utterances of
ifferent lengths ( Liu et al., 2017 ). 

Concerning speech errors, Rubino et al. (2011) discovered that de-
ressed speakers exhibited significantly greater numbers of referential
ailures (i.e. including word replacement errors, such as malapropisms)
han non-depressed speakers during spontaneous tasks. A malapropism
s an incorrect substitution word for an intended word. By definition,
 malapropism is unrelated in meaning and has a similar pronunci-
tion, grammatical category, word stress, and syllable length ( Fay &
utler, 1977 ). Since Rubino et al. (2011) , no automatic speech-based
epression studies have pursued using speech errors as prospective dis-
riminative depression features – and surprisingly, not even for prede-
ermined read tasks. 

Diagnostic applications based on automatic speech-based depression
lassification are often reliant on the uniformity of the patient elicitation
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Fig. 1. Depression severity histogram of Black Dog Affective Sentences corpus; 35 non-depressed speakers (0 QIDS-SR) and 35 depressed speakers (11–27 QIDS- 

SR). The number of females and males are shown in red and blue, respectively. The average QIDS-SR score for the depressed speaker group was 16.7, which 

is clinically labeled as ‘severe’ depression. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 
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rocedure. Each elicitation method can include a wide range of linguis-
ic structure, affect information, and task requirements ( Howe et al.,
014 ; Stasak et al., 2017 , 2018 b). To date, there is no clinically ap-
roved speech-depression automatic diagnosis protocol for widespread
se, and there is not even consensus on elicitation methods among re-
earchers. Many exploratory speech-based depression techniques have
een systematically investigated using a combination of speech-related
eatures (i.e. acoustic, text-based), machine learning techniques, and
peech elicitation protocols (see e.g.: Cummins et al., 2015 ; Jiang et al.,
017 ; Liu et al., 2017 ; Stasak et al., 2017 ; Valstar et al., 2016 ). How-
ver, still to date, no specific system to aid depression diagnosis holds
ominance over all others. 

The aim of experiments herein is to investigate speech disfluency be-
aviors in non-depressed/depressed speakers using read text containing
pecific affective-linguistic criteria. We hypothesize that unlike spon-
aneous speech, sentences containing target words within specific va-
ence ranges will provide more accurate ground-truth for disfluency
nalysis as a result of their phonetic and affective constraints; further
ffording directly comparable speech data between different speakers.
hile natural speech disfluencies are common in spontaneous speech

 Johnson et al., 2004 ; Gósy, 2003 ), due to the abnormal cognitive-motor
ffects of depression on cognitive skills ( Breznitz & Sherman, 1987 ;
reden & Carroll, 1980 ; Hoffman, et al., 1985 ), we hypothesize that
uring simple sentence reading tasks depressed speakers will demon-
trate greater numbers of abnormal pauses and speech errors than non-
epressed speakers. 

According to structural affect theory ( Brewer & Lichtenstein, 1982 )
nd information structure studies ( Arnold et al., 2013; Dahan, 2015 ), the
motions of a reader can be systematically manipulated by the sensitive
rder in which information is presented in a text. Based the aforemen-
ioned studies, it is hypothesized that positioning the affective target
ord at the beginning of sentence rather than middle or end of the sen-

ence will allow a speaker earlier cognitive cues for mood processing
nd appropriate prosodic phrasing. We suspect that healthy speakers
ill utilize initial sentence position affective keyword information dif-

erently than depressed speakers (i.e. less prosodic range or appropri-
teness ( Cummins et al., 2015 )). 

In regards to the reading of texts, Salem et al. (2017) found that
irect discourse (e.g. first-person) narratives elicited a stronger feeling
f taking over the perspective of the character than indirect discourse
e.g. third-person) narratives. Therefore, it is anticipated that features
xtracted from first-person read narrative sentences will generate better
lassification results than third-person narrative sentences due to greater
motional attachment. We hypothesize that depressed speakers will ex-
ibit less dynamic emotional vocal range behaviors than healthy speak-
 w  

2 
rs on account of their negative fixation ( Goeleven et al., 2006 ; Gotlib
 McCann, 1984 ) and/or less vocal control due to psychomotor agita-

ion/retardation ( Flint et al., 1993 ; Hoffman et al., 1985 ). Due to passive
voidance strategies exhibited by people with depression ( Holahan &
oos, 1987 ; Holahan et al., 2005 ), it is also anticipated that depressed

peakers will attempt fewer self-corrections after speech errors when
ompared with non-depressed speakers. 

Due to the constraints of text-dependent stimuli, both manual and
utomatic speech recognition disfluency annotations disfluency at-
ributes are evaluated. It is anticipated that text-dependent constraints
ill improve the precision of the ASR output since the acoustic phonetic
ariability in the elicited speech is smaller than that of, for example,
pontaneous speech. 

. Database 

For all experiments herein, the Black Dog Institute Affective Sen-
ences (BDAS) corpus, a collected data extension of that found in
lghowinem et al. (2012 , 2013 a, 2013 b, 2015 ), Cummins et al. (2011) ,
nd Joshi et al. (2013 a, 2013 b), was used on account of its clinically val-
dated depression diagnosis. Furthermore, the BDAS corpus had a con-
rolled speech elicitation mode, which comprised read sentences with
eliberately designed affective target words (see Section 3.6 , Table 1 ).
he speakers were chosen according to the following criteria: relatively
ood recording quality, completion of all instructed affective read tasks,
nd equal cohort balance with regards to gender, age, and depression
everity. The majority of the speakers had Australian-English as their
rimary language, while a few non-Australian-English accents were also
resent (e.g. Indian-English, Irish-English, American-English) in each of
he non-depressed and depressed groups. 

All audio recordings were conducted in a clinical setting at the Black
og Institute in Sydney, Australia. Informed consent was obtained from
ll participants and the study proceeded with approval from the local
nstitutional Human Research Ethics committee in line with the guide-
ines for human research from the National Health and Medical Research
ouncil. All speakers were recorded during a single session using Quick-
ime Pro, at a 44.1 kHz sampling frequency subsequently downsampled
o 16 kHz. As shown in Fig. 1 , in total, there were 21 female and 14 male
peakers per non-depressed/depressed group. Speaker ages ranged from
1 to 75 years old with a median age of 40 in the healthy and depressed
roups. 

Depressed/Non-depressed speakers were recruited to the Black Dog
nstitute via a tertiary first-time referral and patient consultation di-
gnosis from the Black Dog Depression Clinic. The depressed speakers
ere then verified as currently exhibiting a major depression episode
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Table 1 

BDAS corpus read phrases with ‘positive’, ‘neutral’, and ‘negative’ affective target words emboldened in light green, dark green, 

and red, respectively. Additionally, sentence affect values for arousal, valence, dominance, and fear-disgust are shown based on 

the SEANCE text-processing analysis toolkit ( Crossley et al., 2017 ). Arousal, dominance, and fear-disgust were not experimentally 

evaluated in our study due to range and number of example limitations. Bold scores indicate the most extreme valence sentences 

{5,16}. (For interpretation of the references to color in this table caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

# Sentences Valence Arousal Dominance Fear-Disgust
{1} He would abuse the children at every party 5.58 6.35 4.87 0.72
{2} There was a crowd gathering around the entrance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
{3} The teacher made the class afraid 3.84 5.36 4.55 0.21
{4} There had been a lot of improvement to the city 6.03 5.24 5.74 0.00
{5} The devil flew into my bedroom 2.21 6.07 5.35 1.26
{6} filth 4.21 4.76 4.58 0.69
{7} My next door neighbor is a tailor 5.13 3.80 4.69 0.00
{8} The pain came as he answered the door 4.63 5.27 4.75 0.59
{9} She gave her daughter a slap 2.95 6.46 4.21 0.57

{10} There was a spider in the shower 3.33 5.71 4.75 0.57
{11} There was a fire sweeping through the forest 3.22 7.17 4.49 0.08
{12} The swift flew into my bedroom 6.46 5.39 6.29 0.00
{13} There had been a lot of destruction to the city 4.59 5.53 4.83 0.37
{14} The teacher made the class listen 5.68 4.05 5.11 0.00
{15} There was a crowd gathering around the accident 2.05 6.26 3.76 0.59
{16} He would amuse the children at every party 7.47 6.12 5.47 0.00
{17} My uncle is a madman 3.91 5.56 4.79 0.74
{18} The post came as he answered the door 5.88 4.60 5.27 0.00
{19} She gave her daughter a doll 6.09 4.24 4.61 0.00
{20} There was a puddle in the shower 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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ased on the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI)
 Sheehan et al., 1998 ). All speakers were also vetted and excluded from
he recordings if they had current/prior drug dependencies, prescription
edication use, neurological disorders, additional illnesses, or a history

f traumatic brain injury. 
Utilizing a well-established reading level complexity metric called

he Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level test ( DuBay, 2006 ; Kincaid et al., 1975 ),
he 20 BDAS sentences yielded an average readability score of 2.7 (i.e.
equiring approximately a 3 rd grade reading level). In addition, due
o an elicitation mode that required read sentences; all speakers were
iven the Wechsler Test of Adult Reading (WTAR) ( Wechsler, 2001 ),
herein any speakers that score below an 80 were excluded. Before

ach recording session began, the Quick Inventory of Depressive Symp-
omatology Self Report (QIDS-SR) ( Rush et al., 2003 ) was used to re-
valuate the speaker’s current severity. As shown previously in Fig. 1 ,
ote that only non-depressed speakers with ‘none’ and depressed speak-
rs with depression greater than ‘moderate’ severity levels were in-
luded in the experiments presented. Similarly to many previous studies
 Hashim et al., 2017 ; Stasak et al., 2017 ; Liu et al., 2017; Long et al.,
017 ), our analysis concentrated on speakers with higher severities of
epression. 

Our BDAS corpus research investigation focused specifically on the
ask of reading 20 unpracticed short sentences found in Section 3.6 ,
able 1 . This task was self-administered by individual speakers via
 computer screen without physician interaction. Speakers viewed
nd read each entire sentence on a computer monitor one-by-one,
ressing the spacebar to proceed to the next sentence. There were
o time limits per sentence or intermediary neutralizing stimuli be-
ween each sentence. The affective keyword speech elicitation read sen-
ence design herein was loosely based on Brierley et al. (2007) and
awson et al. (1999) , which demonstrated that depressive speakers
isplay negative bias in the interpretation of short sentences. Sim-
lar to these studies, our sentences were constructed using oppo-
ite affective keyword sentence pairings containing the same approxi-
3 
ate lexical frequency, pronunciation likeness, grammar, and syllable
ength. 

. Methods 

.1. Acoustic feature extraction 

For experiments herein, the openSMILE speech toolkit was used to
xtract 88 eGeMAPS ( Eyben, et al., 2015 ) acoustic speech features (i.e.
erived from fundamental frequency, loudness, formants, mel-cepstral
oefficients) from all 20 sentences in the BDAS corpus. The eGeMAPS
eatures were calculated by extracting features from 20 ms frames with
0% frame-overlap, wherein an aggregated mean functional was com-
uted per eGeMAPS feature. The eGeMAPS feature set was chosen be-
ause it has been used previously as a baseline for speech-based depres-
ion research ( Stasak, 2018 a; Valstar et al., 2016 ). An analysis of indi-
idual eGeMAPS features was omitted in BDAS experiments herein be-
ause a prior acoustic feature study of similar data subset already exists
 Alghowinem et al., 2013 a; Cummins et al., 2011 ). In general, however,
epressed speakers in the BDAS corpus exhibited less prosodic variabil-
ty, in terms of pitch and loudness, than non-depressed speakers. 

.2. Speech voicing extraction 

For speech voicing extraction, the COVAREP toolkit ( Degottex et al.,
014 ) voice activity detection (VAD) algorithm was used. This partic-
lar VAD was chosen because it uses frame-level probabilistic deci-
ions based on more than one VAD algorithm (e.g. MFCC-based, sum-
ation of the residual harmonics, multi-voicing measures). Also, the
OVAREP VAD has been applied in previous speech-based depression
tudies ( Scherer et al., 2014 ; Valstar et al., 2016 ). For more details on
he COVAREP VAD, the reader is referred to Degottex et al. (2014) ,
rugman et al. (2016) , Eyben et al. (2013) , and Sadjadi et al. (2013) . 
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Fig. 2. Speech disfluency feature binary tree showing how each disfluency type 

relates to each other. The text in italics indicates the five verbal disfluency deci- 

sion nodes (i.e. disfluency features). A hesitation was defined by the annotator 

as any unnatural abrupt pause, false start, word/phrase repeat, or abnormal pro- 

longation of an utterance. A speech error was defined by the annotator as any 

deviation in pronunciation from the intended read target word, such as phono- 

logical deletions, substitutions, or slips of the tongue. 
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Based on the VAD, for every speaker’s individual sentence, counts
f ‘unvoiced’ and ‘voiced’ frames were gathered. Silence frames and/or
ny fundamental frequency (F 0 ) values less than 65 Hz and greater than
00 Hz were omitted from unvoiced/voiced counts. For both adult fe-
ales and males, this F 0 range is within the relative range of normal

peech production, excluding extreme vocal modes (e.g. singing, shout-
ng). Per sentence and F 0 threshold, ‘voiced’ and ‘unvoiced’ frames were
ummed into their corresponding groups based on their VAD label, in
ddition to a combined ‘speech’ group that included a summation of
oth ‘voiced’ and ‘unvoiced’ frames. 

.3. Manual speech disfluency extraction 

All speakers’ read sentences were manually analyzed by an expe-
ienced annotator with a background in speech-language pathology.
rom BDAS speaker recordings, the annotator identified any consider-
ble audible hesitations (e.g. abrupt pauses, word repeat, phrase repeat)
nd speech errors (e.g. malapropisms, omissions, spoonerisms, substitu-
ions). Additionally, the manual disfluency evaluation process was con-
ucted using blind evaluation (i.e. the annotator did not know whether
 speaker was depressed/non-depressed), which aided in reducing any
ossible annotator bias. Differences in disfluency methodology and la-
eling terminology exist across previous studies, making it more diffi-
ult to subjectively or automatically label each with undisputed preci-
ion ( Garman, 1990 ; Shriberg, 1994 ). Hence, as a novel investigation,
or each read sentence, three different methods for calculating speech
isfluencies were explored. 

Firstly, a broad binary single value per sentence was recorded sim-
ly if any disfluency occurred during the read sentence, even if a self-
orrection was attempted. Secondly, as shown by Fig. 2 , a binary deci-
ion tree method was used to tally specific disfluency types, to allow for
ore insight into hesitation/error type and series-based decision con-

equences, such as self-correction. Thirdly, a total raw count of disflu-
ncies per sentence was recorded across all of the speech disfluency
ecision criteria nodes in Fig. 2 . 

.4. Automatic speech recognition disfluency extraction 

Each recorded sentence was processed using forced alignment via
utomatic speech recognition (ASR). The Bavarian Archive for Speech
ignals (BAS) EMU Magic ASR system ( Kisler et al., 2017 ) was used to
btain the estimated transcript timings for words and pauses (see Fig. 3 ).

The EMU Magic is a free, cloud-based ASR system that has many
anguage models available, including Australian-English. According to
isler et al. (2017) , BAS generates a word alignment accuracy of ∼97%
cross six example languages using open large vocabulary ASR models
4 
for more details, refer to Kisler et al. (2017) ). The automatic monitor-
ng of hesitations was investigated using the ASR transcripts. All sen-
ence files had any start/end labeled pauses removed (e.g. silence) and
he total number of ASR entries per speaker was calculated on a per-
entence basis. This calculation included false-starts, word repeats, word
dditions, and/or pauses. A higher number of observed segmented tran-
cript token word entries per sentence were considered indicative of a
peaker’s speech disfluency errors. 

.5. Linguistic context 

For automatic speech-based processing depression classification,
here are no studies that have evaluated the impact of affective keyword
ocations and narrative point-of-view on read speech. Therefore, linguis-
ic text-based measures centered on the location of the affective keyword
nd read narrative point-of-views were used to group each of the 20 sen-
ences shown in Section 3.6 , Table 1 . The affective keyword positions
ncluded the following sentence groups: beginning {1,5,8,12}, middle
4,10,11,13,20}, and end {2,3,6,7,9,14,15,17}. For the linguistic read
arrative point-of-view measures, each sentence was placed into three
ifferent groups: direct discourse first-person (i.e. I, my, me ) {5,7,12,17},
ndirect discourse third-person (i.e. he, she ) {1,8,9,16,18,19}, and am-
iguous {2,3,4,6,10,11,13,14,15,20} narratives. 

.6. Affective measures 

Affective text-based measures were evaluated per sentence using
entiment Analysis and Cognition Engine (SEANCE), which is a free
ffective text processing toolkit ( Crossley et al., 2017 ). The SEANCE
ext-processing toolkit’s Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW)
as used to define valence group ranges for the ‘negative’ (less than
), ‘neutral’ (4 to 9), and ‘positive’ (6 to 9) sentences. Sentences {2,
0} did not generate valence scores; however, these sentences were
laced in the ‘neutral’ group based on their estimated subjective affec-
ive keyword neutrality. The relatively moderate affective target word
ating reference size (i.e. approximately 12k English words) is a limi-
ation concerning the use of automatic affective text-processing appli-
ations. The use of ANEW valence measures to determine the affec-
ive valence negative/neutral groups are a method previously used in
rierley et al. (2007) and Lawson et al. (1999) . 

Although arousal, dominance, and fear-disgust were also evaluated
er sentence, experiments herein focused on valence measures. An
ffect-text analysis of the arousal scores for sentences in Table 1 pro-
uced a narrow score range (i.e. most sentences had an affect score be-
ween 4 and 6). In particular, only one sentence {7} had an arousal
core less than 4. Therefore, the sentence groupings for arousal were
ot optimally balanced for affective multi-range analysis. Likewise, the
ominance affect score analysis showed that the read sentences only
ontained ranges from 4 to 6. Consequently, it would be difficult to as-
ess the extreme dominance value ranges (i.e. low, high) since these
entences do not contain this information. The fear-disgust affect score
ange was the narrowest of the four affective types shown in Table 1 .
he fear-disgust affect score range was only from 0 to 1. However, it is
orth mentioning that analysis shown in Table 1 indicates that any fear-
isgust score greater than ‘0’ assured that a ‘negative’ mood emotion was
resent. Based solely on the fear-disgust affective sentence scores, it is
roposed that this affective measure is useful in automatically labeling
entences ‘negative’ and ‘neutral’. 

.7. System configuration 

The speech voicing and disfluency features were average per sen-
ence and concatenated into a 20-dimensional feature vector, which re-
ained the valence sentence-specific feature information. For all ‘nega-
ive’ and ‘neutral’ sentences shown previously in Table 1 , and the addi-
ional extended valence sentence group ‘positive’ group, the summation
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Fig. 3. An example of a spectrogram generated from the BDAS corpus of a severely depressed (i.e. QIDS-SR score of 23) female reading the ‘neutral’ sentence “There 

was a puddle in the shower ”. The text-transcript pseudo-phoneme convention is shown along the top of the spectrogram. The vertical lines indicate segmented word 

tokens (i.e. corresponding to a phoneme-level ASR transcript). The speech hesitations (e.g. pauses) are denoted by < p: > . The loudness (dB-SPL) is indicated by the 

color bar on the right. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. System configuration, with dashed lines indicating experimental configurations employing data selection based on valence affective text-processing parameters 

(e.g. ‘negative’, ‘neutral’, ‘positive’). The thin dotted lines indicate manually analyzed disfluencies. 
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f manual speech disfluency, speech voicing, ASR token word count,
nd ASR pause duration were calculated using valence-based feature
roupings: 

 𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 

20 ∑

𝑖 =1 
(1) 

 𝑛𝑒𝑔 = 

∑

𝑖 ∈{ 1 , 3 , 5 , 6 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 11 , 13 , 15 , 17 } 
(2) 

 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡 = 

∑

𝑖 ∈{ 2 , 4 , 7 , 12 , 14 , 16 , 18 , 19 , 20 } 
(3) 

 𝑝𝑜𝑠 = 

∑

𝑖 ∈{ 4 , 12 , 16 , 19 } 
(4) 

S all contains summed feature values for all 20 sentences, whereas
 neg , S neut , and S pos are specific to the respective valence affect groups.
ig. 4 shows the block diagram for the manual and automatic methods
sed to extract the features evaluated herein. Note that either manual
abeling or Automatic Speech Recognition can be used to extract speech
isfluency features. 

.8. Classification and evaluation metrics 

All experiments utilized the BDAS corpus described previously in
ection 2 , with speaker independent 10-fold cross validation in a
5 
0/10 training/test split to mimic an initial consultation screening,
elp maximize data available for training and minimize overfitting.
or the acoustic, speech voicing, and fusion experiments presented in
ections 4.1 , 4.2 and 4.4 , LDA was applied because these features gen-
rally had higher dimensions than the majority of disfluency features.
epression classification for the speech disfluency features, both man-
al and automatic, was conducted using decision trees (similarly to
itra et al. (2014) ) because they allow for the evaluation of all pos-

ible consequences of a decision and make no assumptions regard-
ng linearity in the data. All speech disfluency experiments found in
ection 4.3 used the simple decision tree classifier from the MATLAB
oolkit using a coarse distinction setting with a maximum parameter
f 4 splits. For all classification experiments, performance was deter-
ined using overall accuracy and individual class F1 scores (similarly

o Valstar et al. (2016) ). 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Acoustic analysis 

The accuracy of the baseline eGeMAPS features depression classifi-
ation was 65% using all sentences, with F1 scores of 0.68 (0.63) for
epressed and non-depressed classes respectively. The accuracies and
1 scores for individual sentences are shown in Table 2 . 
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Table 2 

Depressed (D) and Non-Depressed (ND) classification accuracy and F1 score performance using eGeMAPS 

features. Based on Brierley et al. (2007) and Lawson et al. (1999) , affective sentences are listed with 

‘negative’ (red) and ‘neutral’ (dark green) marked words; whereas, the ‘positive’ (light green) marked 

words based on valence scores above 6.0 derived previously from Table 1 . {} indicates the sentence 

number. (For interpretation of the references to color in this table caption, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 

# Sentence Accuracy F1 D F1 ND
{1} He would abuse the children at every party 60% 0.66 0.52
{2} There was a crowd gathering around the entrance 59% 0.63 0.52
{3} The teacher made the class afraid 57% 0.64 0.46
{4} There had been a lot of improvement to the city 59% 0.60 0.57
{5} The devil flew into my bedroom 64% 0.67 0.62
{6} The chef s hands were covered in filth 66% 0.69 0.61
{7} My next door neighbor is a tailor 53% 0.56 0.49
{8} The pain came as he answered the door 47% 0.52 0.41
{9} She gave her daughter a slap 51% 0.53 0.50

{10} There was a spider in the shower 57% 0.61 0.53
{11} There was a fire sweeping through the forest 56% 0.58 0.54
{12} The swift flew into my bedroom 56% 0.61 0.49
{13} There had been a lot of destruction to the city 56% 0.56 0.55
{14} The teacher made the class listen 56% 0.58 0.54
{15} There was a crowd gathering around the accident 53% 0.55 0.51
{16} He would amuse the children at every party 70% 0.72 0.68
{17} My uncle is a madman 57% 0.60 0.55
{18} The post came as he answered the door 56% 0.55 0.56
{19} She gave her daughter a doll 61% 0.63 0.60
{20} There was a puddle in the shower 59% 0.58 0.59

Table 3 

Depressed (D) and Non-Depressed (ND) classification accuracy and 

F1 score performance using concatenated sets of eGeMAPS features. 

Specific sentences that were grouped together are shown in {}. 

Affective groups Accuracy F1 D F1 ND 

Positive {4,12,16,19} 67% 0.69 0.66 

Neutral {2,4,7,12,14,16,18,19,20} 63% 0.66 0.59 

Negative {1,3,5,6,8,9,10,11,13,15,17} 56% 0.59 0.52 
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Table 4 

Depressed (D) and Non-Depressed (ND) classification accu- 

racy and F1 score performance using concatenated sets of 

eGeMAPS features. Specific sentences that are grouped to- 

gether are shown in {}. 

Affective keyword position Accuracy F1 D F1 ND 

Beginning {1,5,8,12,16,18} 70% 0.70 0.70 

Middle {4,10,11,13,20} 60% 0.62 0.58 

End {2,3,6,7,9,14,15,17,19} 61% 0.65 0.57 
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Generally, single sentence depression classification performance for
GeMAPS features was relatively low when compared with the all-
entence eGeMAPS baseline (i.e. this accuracy decrease was attributed
o the reduction in training material). In comparing the acoustic feature
epression classification performance produced by specific sentences,
he most positive valence score sentence {16} achieved the best accu-
acy and F1 scores. Furthermore, based on the sentence valence scores
reviously shown in Table 1 , the two of three the best individual sen-
ence depression classification results {5,6,16} occurred for the most ex-
reme valence scores. Sentence {1} (containing highly negative ‘abuse’
nd positive ‘party’ valence affective keywords) did not perform as well
n depression classification in comparison with its opposite-affect paired
entence {16} (containing only positive ‘amuse/party’ valence affective
eywords), or other sentences without opposing valence words. This
ndicates that read sentences with a single valence keyword or a con-
trained valence score range are best for acoustic speech-based depres-
ion analysis. 

Experimentation using training/testing based on concatenated
coustic eGeMAPS features from positive-negative valence sentence op-
osite pair combinations (i.e. sentences that differed by a single key-
ord), such as {1,16} and {2,15}, resulted in depression classification

esults of 49%–67%. As shown in Table 3 , training and testing of va-
ence range-specific sentence groups (e.g. ‘negative’, ‘neutral’, ‘positive’)
6 
sing their concatenated eGeMAPS features demonstrated that the ‘neu-
ral’ eGeMAPS group did not surpass the depression classification per-
ormance of the all-sentence eGeMAPS baseline. Notably, the designated
negative’ valence eGeMAPS group performed the worst when compared
ith the all-sentence eGeMAPS baseline (9% absolute difference). 

Upon extending the sentences into an additional ‘positive’ va-
ence group, based on extracted valence scores described previously in
ection 3.6 in Table 1 , the higher valence score sentence group pro-
uced a relatively small accuracy improvement (2% absolute gain) over
he all-sentence eGeMAPS depression classification baseline. Most im-
ortantly, the ‘negative’ valence sentence group performed the poor-
st – indicating that for broad acoustic-based feature sets, ‘negative’
alence sentences are less effective than ‘neutral’ or ‘positive’ valence
entences for automatic depression classification. These results concur
ith Stasak et al. (2017) , wherein for spontaneous speech it was demon-

trated that acoustic-based speech features derived from phrases with
igher valence resulted in better depression classification performance
han phrases with lower valence. 

With respect to training and testing read sentences based on linguis-
ic affective keyword positions and their concatenated eGeMAPS fea-
ures as shown in Table 4 , sentences with the affective target words
owards the beginning of the sentence performed better than those with
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Fig. 5. (a) Number of ‘Speech’ (voiced + unvoiced); (b) ‘Voiced’; and (c) ‘Unvoiced’ frames per sentence for non-depressed speakers (blue); depressed speakers (red). 

The mean is indicated using a circle, with the 25th to 75th percentile range shown as a thick bar. The narrower line indicates the outer percentile ranges, while 

outliers are indicated by small individual dots. Starred and double-starred bracket indicates pairs of results that were statistical different based on a paired t -test 

with p = 0.05 and p = 0.01 settings, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 
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ffective target words in the middle or end of sentences. The sentence
roup with affective keywords at the beginning of the sentence using
GeMAPS features achieved a 5% absolute improvement in depression
lassification accuracy over the all-sentence eGeMAPS baseline. Results
n Table 4 support the hypothesis in Section 1 that read sentences with
ffective target words located at the beginning are more effective for de-
ression classification for acoustic-based features. These results provide
yntactic evidence that for acoustic features, an early affective target
eyword position induces more distinctive affective paralinguistic cues
hroughout the remainder of the sentence, whereas for other affective
arget word positions this is not the case. 

.2. Speech voicing analysis 

An initial analysis comparing depressed/non-depressed speakers
emonstrated remarkable differences in the overall average of the num-
er of frames of speech per ‘voiced’ and ‘unvoiced’ groups, as shown in
ig. 5 . In Fig. 5 (a), for all sentences, the mean number of ‘speech’ (i.e.
7 
voiced’ and ‘unvoiced’) frames for non-depressed speakers was statisti-
ally significantly lower on a sentence-by-sentence basis. Interestingly,
ig. 5 (b) indicates that the mean number of ‘voiced’ frames for both non-
epressed and depressed speakers is relatively similar; only one sentence
12} showed a statically significant increase in the number of ‘voiced’
rames for depressed speakers. 

The increased speech duration for depressed speakers shown in
ig. 5 (a) is thus a consequence of depressed speakers having a greater
umber of ‘unvoiced’ frames than non-depressed speakers. Fig. 5 (c)
hows several statistically significant differences in the ‘unvoiced’
rame counts between non-depressed and depressed speakers. For non-
epressed and depressed speakers, it is understood that sentences {1}
nd {2} have a greater number of ‘speech’ frames than other sentences
ecause speakers were adjusting to the reading task expectations. 

According to Barrett et al. (2002) , for depressed and non-depressed
peakers, read sentences with negative (e.g. sad) affect were signifi-
antly longer in duration than positive (e.g. happy) affect sentences. The
ffect group results summarized in Table 5 agree with Barrett’s findings,
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Table 5 

Comparison of average non-depressed (ND) and depressed (D) ‘voiced’, ‘unvoiced’, and ‘speech’ frame counts per 

sentence group. Those pairs with statistically significant differences are shown by ∗ ( p = 0.05) and ∗ ∗ ( p = 0.01). 

Affective groups ND voiced D voiced ND unvoiced D Unvoiced ND speech D speech 

Positive {4,12,16,19} 133 ∗∗ 148 ∗∗ 116 ∗∗ 162 ∗∗ 249 ∗∗ 310 ∗∗ 

Neutral {2,4,7,12,14,16,18,19,20} 131 ∗∗ 144 ∗∗ 115 ∗∗ 158 ∗∗ 246 ∗∗ 303 ∗∗ 

Negative {1,3,5,6,8,9,10,11,13,15,17} 130 ∗∗ 142 ∗∗ 123 ∗∗ 155 ∗∗ 252 ∗∗ 296 ∗∗ 

Table 6 

Depressed/Non-Depressed classification performance using ‘speech’ and ‘unvoiced’ frame count features. 

‘Speech’ feature Classification accuracy F1 depressed F1 non-depressed 

All {1–20} 70% 0.67 0.73 

Positive {4,12,16,19} 77% 0.75 0.79 

Neutral {2,4,7,12,14,16,18,19,20} 76% 0.74 0.77 

Negative {1,3,5,6,8,9,10,11,13,15,17} 67% 0.64 0.70 

‘Unvoiced’ feature Classification accuracy F1 depressed F1 non-depressed 

All {1-20} 70% 0.67 0.73 

Positive {4,12,16,19} 73% 0.71 0.75 

Neutral {2,4,7,12,14,16,18,19,20} 71% 0.69 0.74 

Negative {1,3,5,6,8,9,10,11,13,15,17} 66% 0.63 0.68 

Table 7 

Comparative depressed/non-depressed classification performance using ‘speech’ and ‘unvoiced’ frame count features with 

linguistic affective target word location groupings. 

‘Speech’ feature Classification accuracy F1 depressed F1 non-depressed 

Beginning {1,5,8,12,16,18} 77% 0.77 0.78 

Middle {4,10,11,13,20} 71% 0.70 0.73 

End {2,3,6,7,9,14,15,17,19} 63% 0.58 0.67 

‘Unvoiced’ feature Classification accuracy F1 depressed F1 non-depressed 

Beginning {1,5,8,12,16,18} 70% 0.69 0.71 

Middle {4,10,11,13,20} 69% 0.67 0.70 

End {2,3,6,7,9,14,15,17,19} 69% 0.72 0.65 

Table 8 

Depressed/Non-depressed classification performance using ‘speech’ and ‘unvoiced’ frame count features with linguistic 

point-of-view measure groupings. 

‘Speech’ feature Classification accuracy F1 depressed F1 non-depressed 

Speech First-Person {5,7,12,17} 74% 0.72 0.76 

Speech Third-Person {1,8,9,16,18,19} 70% 0.66 0.73 

Speech Ambiguous {2,3,4,6,10,11,13,14,15,20} 67% 0.65 0.69 

‘Unvoiced’ feature Classification accuracy F1 depressed F1 non-depressed 

Unvoiced First-Person {5,7,12,17} 71% 0.68 0.74 

Unvoiced Third-Person {1,8,9,16,18,19} 69% 0.66 0.71 

Unvoiced Ambiguous {2,3,4,6,10,11,13,14,15,20} 67% 0.65 0.69 
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s the overall average speech duration is longer for the ‘negative’ valence
entences than for the ‘neutral’ ones. However, for the depressed speak-
rs, the ‘neutral’ valence sentence durations were found to be slightly
onger than their ‘negative’ sentences. 

This text-dependent analysis of ‘voiced’ and ‘unvoiced’ frames helps
o substantiate previous observations in studies ( Flint et al., 1993 ;
rance et al., 2000 ; Hasham et al., 2012 ; Kiss et al., 2015; Sahu &
spy-Wilson, 2016 ) that depressed speakers exhibit lower intensity and
reathy speech characteristics. Depression classification results using
he speech voicing features are shown in Tables 6 –8 . In comparison
ith the eGeMAPS features including baseline, the ‘speech’ voicing (e.g.

voiced’ and ‘unvoiced’), and ‘unvoiced’ features performed consider-
bly higher (up to 12% absolute gain). The ‘voiced’ feature results are
ot shown in Tables 6 –8 because they performed no better than chance
evel. 
8 
In Table 6 , similarly to the eGeMAPS features, the ‘speech’ voicing
eatures performed best for the sentence group with the affective target
ord occurring at the beginning position. Further, as shown in Table 7 ,

or the ‘speech’ voicing features, the sentence group with the affective
arget word towards the end of the sentence performed the poorest.
hese results again support our claim that for acoustic-based features
specially, elicitation of the affective target word at the beginning of
 sentence provides better depression classification performance than
ther locations. 

For the linguistic narrative point-of-view groups, results in
able 8 show that for the ‘speech’ voicing (i.e. ‘voiced’ and ‘unvoiced’)
nd ‘unvoiced’ features, the first-person point-of-view group produced
etter depression classification results than the other groupings. Note
hat the first-person point-of-view had sizably less data (e.g. fewer sen-
ences) than the third-person and ambiguous point-of-view groups. 
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Fig. 6. Total number of manually annotated disfluencies recorded for non-depressed (blue) and depressed (red) speakers for all sentences shown previously in 

Section 2 in Table 1 . Note that the hesitation category includes speech pauses and word/phrase repeats. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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.3. Verbal disfluency analysis 

A comparison between non-depressed and depressed speakers of the
DAS corpus indicated a statistically significant ( t -test, p = 0.01) higher
revalence of hesitations and spoken word errors for depressed speak-
rs. The average sentence hesitation prevalence across all read sentences
as ∼9% for depressed speakers, whereas only ∼4% for non-depressed

peakers (see Fig. 6 ). The non-depressed speaker average is close to
he average percentage of hesitations/repetition occurrences found in
ósy et al. (2003) , wherein a speech error of approximately 5% was

ecorded for interview-driven spontaneous conversational speech. 
In general, for conversational speech, the Goldman-Eisler (1968) and

ósy et al. (2003) experiments suggest that hesitations occur naturally
oughly every 7–9 words. However, these studies ( Gósy et al., 2003 ;
oldman-Eisler, 1968 ) evaluated speech generated from spontaneous
onversational interview speech, which is expected to be more cogni-
ively demanding than read speech than read speech. It is also known
hat unlike read speech, conversational speech contains a consider-
ble amount of natural interruptions and interjections ( Garman, 1990 ;
hriberg, 2005 ). Moreover, in a comparative study on read versus spon-
aneous speech, Howell & Kadi-Hanifi (1991) found that read speech
ad fewer hesitations. 

As shown in Fig. 6 , the depressed speaker group had nearly four
imes as many speech errors ( ∼8%) as the non-depressed speaker group
 ∼2%). Of particular interest in the manual speech error analysis con-
ucted herein was the unusually high number of recorded malapropisms
enerated by depressed speakers when compared to non-depressed
peakers. Examples of malapropisms produced - many more than once
 by depressed speakers in the BDAS corpus were: abuse /amuse, acci-

ent /incident, chef /chief, destruction /disruption, she /he, tailor /traitor,
uddle /poodle and madman /madam. As further evidence of the rarity
f read speech errors, in a three-month study by Cowie (1985) , entire
ord-level ‘slips of the eye’ (e.g. malapropisms) were exceedingly rare
mong adult participants. 

It is known that depression disorders limit the degree of cognitive
lanning and strategies during multitasking ( Hartlage et al., 1993 ).
ased on our read speech error analysis, and previous studies on de-
ression disorder speaker cognitive declines ( Levens & Gotlib, 2015 ;
itterschiffthaler et al., 2008 ; Silberman et al., 1983 ; Roy-Byrne et al.,

986 ; Rubino et al., 2011 ; Weingartner et al., 1981 ), the high rate of
ord errors produced by depressed speakers further substantiates that

hey are more prone to mental-lexicon word retrieval deficits, referential
ailures, or concentration restrictions than non-depressed speakers. 

Unexpectedly, the analysis of speech error corrections was contrary
o our initial hypothesis that depressive speakers would omit verbal
elf-corrections due to their reliance on avoidance coping strategies
 Holahan & Moos, 1987 ; Holahan et al., 2005 ). During the sentence
9 
eading tasks, as shown previously in Fig. 6 , the depressed speakers
ade more effort to identify and verbally correct their speech errors

han the non-depressed speakers. The depressed speakers made attempts
o self-correct 14% of their speech errors, whereas non-depressed speak-
rs’ attempts at self-corrections were lower at 7%. This percentage cal-
ulation was derived from the total number of speech errors uncorrected
ivided by the total number of speech errors and calculating the remain-
ng percentage. 

Although the overall occurrence of hesitations differed between non-
epressed and depressed speaker groups, sentences {6,12,15} had the
ighest number of hesitations for both groups. The similarity in hesita-
ions and speech errors in specific sentences could indicate that these
entences are generally more difficult to read than others due to linguis-
ic syntactical or lexical content. For both non-depressed and depressed
peakers, sentences {2,15} exhibited the most recorded speech errors.
t is believed that this was mainly due to the word “around ”; its pro-
unciation by speakers was often phonetically reduced to “round ” (i.e.
his error may have been influenced by a speaker’s dialect). This kind
f articulatory deletion indicates that careful consideration should be
aken in designing read sentence tasks for speech elicitation and speech
rror analysis; e.g. avoiding sentence structure with potential colloqui-
lisms, contractions, and acronyms to help maintain consistency of the
ext-dependent material. 

For all combined sentences, as shown by the automatic analysis in
ig. 7 , the depressed speaker group showed longer pause durations and a
arger number of ASR token word entries than most of the non-depressed
peaker group. These findings indicate that the greater number of token
ord entries for depressed speakers is due to their increase in overall

peech disfluencies. 
Prior studies ( Alghowinem et al., 2012 ; Esposito et al., 2016 ;

zabadi et al., 1976 ) that evaluated speech pauses have generally fo-
used a great deal on rate-of-speech type features. Ultimately, the rate
f speech is calculated using the number of phonemes produced over
 designated time period. It is known that the rate-of-speech in spon-
aneous conversation is highly idiosyncratic ( Goldman-Eisler, 1961 ,
968 ). Studies have shown that spontaneous speech is faster and has sig-
ificantly greater interval variability than read speech ( Cichocki, 2015 ;
rouvain et al., 2001 ). Additionally, spontaneous speech uses dif-
erent hierarchical acoustic-prosodic cues when compared with read
peech, such as intonation, phoneme duration, and spectral features
 Haynes et al., 2015 ; Laan, 1992 ). Therefore, speech rate ratio type
eatures may be less effective for read speech unless examined at in-
remental sentence/phrase levels. During our experimentation herein,
e experimented briefly with speech phoneme rate ratios. However,
ur preliminary results on the BDAS read speech performed poorly for
epression classification, which included both individual sentence eval-
ation and concatenated sentence speech rate ratio features. 
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Table 9 

Depressed/Non-depressed classification performance using manually annotated hesitation and speech error features; 

summed raw counts for all sentences; simple tree classifier. 

Speech disfluency feature types Classification accuracy F1 depressed F1 non-depressed 

Hesitation (H) 63% 0.57 0.68 

Hesitation Word Repeat (HWR) 55% 0.24 0.69 

Hesitation Phrase Repeat (HPR) 60% 0.42 0.70 

Speech Error (SE) 71% 0.71 0.72 

Speech Error Uncorrected (SEU) 70% 0.69 0.71 

Speech disfluency types & valence groups Classification accuracy F1 depressed F1 non-depressed 

H Positive {4,12,16,19} 63% 0.54 0.69 

H Neutral {2,4,7,12,14,16,18,19,20} 86% 0.88 0.83 

H Negative {1,3,5,6,8,9,10,11,13,15,17} 61% 0.60 0.63 

SE Positive {4,12,16,19} 37% 0.37 0.37 

SE Neutral {2,4,7,12,14,16,18,19,20} 64% 0.59 0.68 

SE Negative {1,3,5,6,8,9,10,11,13,15,17} 70% 0.64 0.74 

Neutral {H} + Negative {SE} + Positive {SE} 83% 0.85 0.81 

Neutral {SE} + Negative {H} + Positive {H} 63% 0.57 0.68 

Neutral {H,SE} + Negative {H,SE} + Positive {H,SE} 83% 0.84 0.81 

Fig. 7. (left) the total duration of ASR ‘pauses’ based on transcripts; (right) the 

total ASR word token entries (i.e. includes words, pauses, disfluencies). These 

boxplots are based on combined totals for all sentences in Table 1 . The mean is 

indicated using a horizontal line, with the 25th to 75th percentile range shown 

as a thick bar. The narrower dashed line indicates the outer percentile ranges, 

while outliers are indicated by ‘ + ’ symbols. 
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By using a manually annotated broad binary disfluency single fea-
ure approach per sentence, a depression classification accuracy of 67%
as obtained with F1 scores of 0.61 (0.68). Statistical analysis using a
cNemar test ( Adedokun & Burgess, 2012 ) on non-depressed/depressed

peaker binary speech disfluency feature pairs indicated that these type
eature values were significantly statistically ( p = 0.05) different from
ach other. Furthermore, evaluation of the five binary speech disfluency
eatures using the decision tree classifier, a depression classification ac-
uracy of 67% and F1 scores of 0.58 (0.73) was achieved, indicating that
he monitoring and generic identification of any kind of speech disflu-
ncy type (e.g. hesitation, repeat, speech error) is useful for identifying
epressive characteristics. 

By summing the manual raw disfluency values per disfluency fea-
ure for all sentences with a decision tree approach, a depression clas-
ification average of 69% and F1 of 0.69 (0.69) was attained. Fur-
her, Table 9 shows the manual speech disfluency feature results for
ll individual disfluency raw counts and valence range groups. Com-
inations of many of the speech disfluency feature types and valence
anges were explored; however, the ‘neutral’ hesitations contributed the
ost to higher classification performance. The 86% classification accu-

acy produced by manual hesitation features on the ‘neutral’ sentence
10 
roup was unsurpassed even using many other speech disfluency and
alence range combinations. Interestingly, for speech errors, the ‘nega-
ive’ valence sentence group generated the best depression classification
esults (70%), whereas the ‘positive’ performed the worst (37%). The
negative’ valence sentences generated more disfluencies because it has
een shown that individuals with depression have an affinity to fixate
n negative stimuli, which adversely interrupts their task concentration
 Goeleven et al., 2006 ; Gotlib & McCann, 1984 ). For speech disfluency
eatures, the linguistic narrative point-of-view was examined, as well.
owever, it appeared to have little impact on speech disfluency features
erformance. 

As shown in Table 10 , the ASR approaches to automatically identify-
ng speech disfluencies requires more investigation and refinement, as
he general depression classification performance of these features was
oorer than for manual methods. The best-automated speech disfluency
eature result was observed for the ‘positive’ valence group, which at-
ained 69% depression classification accuracy. The ASR token word en-
ry results differ from the previously shown manual results in Table 9 ,
herein ‘negative’ valence affect sentences are more discriminative of
epression; however, the ‘negative’ valence affect sentences were not
ar behind (64%). It is believed that an ASR parameter threshold on the
umber of token word entries allowed per sentence is a major factor
i.e. pause insertions may have been too aggressive). Also, the auto-
atic pause durations excluded abnormal syllable/word prolongations,
hereas the manual hesitations included these types of speech disflu-

ncy instances. 

.4. Affect-based feature fusion 

The approaches using the fusion of n -best features included the sum-
ation of manual speech disfluencies, voicing, and ASR-based derived

eatures. Our final fusion experiments focused on these particular fea-
ures because for experimental analysis/results previously mentioned
n Section 4 , they resulted in the best performance. For our fusion ap-
roach, valence group features were concatenated into a single feature
ector, which is unique from other features proposed previously in that
t contains information about each separate valence ranges. 

Results shown in Table 11 indicate that used individually, some va-
ence sentence groups and feature types performed better than others,
r better than using all sentences. For instance, for manually annotated
peech errors, the ‘negative’ valence sentence group performed the best
70%), whereas for ‘speech’ voicing features the ‘positive’ valence sen-
ence group performed the best (79%). The fusion of separate valence
roups generated the best result for a single feature type based on man-
al hesitation features (91%). Moreover, the two automatically derived
peech features (‘speech’ voicing, ASR word token entries, ASR pause
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Table 10 

Depressed/Non-depressed classification performance using ASR token word entry (TWE) and ASR pause duration (PD) 

features; summed raw counts for sentences; simple tree classifier. 

Automatic disfluency feature Classification accuracy F1 depressed F1 non-depressed 

Token word entries all 53% 0.42 0.60 

Pause duration all 60% 0.61 0.59 

Automatic disfluency feature & valence groups Classification accuracy F1 depressed F1 non-depressed 

TWE Positive {4,12,16,19} 69% 0.62 0.73 

TWE Neutral {2,4,7,12,14,16,18,19,20} 50% 0.34 0.60 

TWE Negative {1,3,5,6,8,9,10,11,13,15,17} 64% 0.53 0.71 

PD Positive {4,12,16,19} 60% 0.63 0.56 

PD Neutral {2,4,7,12,14,16,18,19,20} 60% 0.64 0.55 

PD Negative {1,3,5,6,8,9,10,11,13,15,17} 57% 0.58 0.56 

Table 11 

Depressed/Non-depressed 2-class classification performance based on raw summed hesitation, speech error, ‘speech’ voicing, ASR token 

word entry, and ASR pause duration features. Individual feature results are shown for ‘all’, ‘negative’, ‘neutral’, and ‘positive’ valence 

sentence groups. Also, multi-valence fusion results shown include these four types of features (e.g. ‘all’ + ‘negative’ + ‘neutral’ + ‘posi- 

tive’). Manual (blue) and automatic (orange) feature methods have their results in bold to indicate the best results per individual feature 

type. (For interpretation of the references to color in this table caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Feature Types ALL NEGATIVE NEUTURAL POSITIVE FUSION

Hesitations
70%

0.64 (0.74)
61%

0.60 (0.63)
70%

0.63 (0.75)
61%

0.60 (0.63)
91%

0.92 (0.91)

Speech Errors 66%
0.61 (0.69)

70%
0.64 (0.74)

64%
0.59 (0.68)

40%
0.36 (0.43)

70%
0.63 (0.75)

Hesitations + Speech Errors
70%

0.67 (0.73)
70%

0.64 (0.74)
69%

0.62 (0.73)
60%

0.56 (0.63)
87%

0.88 (0.87)

Speech Voicing
70%

0.67 (0.73)
70%

0.68 (0.72)
79%

0.78 (0.80)
77%

0.75 (0.79)
76%

0.75 (0.77)

ASR Token Word Entries 59%
0.52 (0.63)

57%
0.50 (0.63)

60%
0.53 (0.65)

67%
0.64 (0.70)

67%
0.63(0.70)

ASR Pause Durations
60%

0.53 (0.65)
59%

0.51 (0.64)
64%

0.59 (0.68)
64%

0.59 (0.68)
70%

0.68 (0.72)
Speech Voicing + ASR Token Word 

Entries + ASR Pause Durations
73%

0.70 (0.75)
66%

0.61 (0.69)
70%

0.67 (0.73)
77%

0.76 (0.78)
69%

0.68 (0.70)
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urations) using the multi-valence sentence group fusion approach were
ble to surpass (4% absolute gain) the eGeMAPS baseline performance
65%). 

By fusing ‘speech’ voicing and ASR token word entry features using
nly the ‘positive’ valence sentences, a depression classification accu-
acy of 84% and F1 score of 0.83 (0.85) was achieved. Table 12 shows
hat the majority of disfluency features generated statistically signif-
cantly different depression classification accuracy folds results from
ach other, especially the manual disfluency features (i.e. this compared
ll possible pairs of speech disfluency types based on their valence group
riteria). 

Based on the best multi-valence fusion accuracy results shown in
ables 11 and 12 , a combination of manual hesitation and automatically
erived ASR pause duration feature fusion resulted in an accuracy of
00% for 2-class non-depressed/depressed classification. The combina-
ion of sentence groups based on valence and analysis of different feature
ypes indicates that there is discriminative feature-specific information
ensitive to exclusive valence ranges. When employed collectively, this
ulti-affect fusion information was more powerful for depression classi-
cation than any individual valence and/or valence-agnostic grouping.

Based on decision tree and LDA classifier depression classification re-
ults presented in Tables 9 –11 , a performance comparison showed the
ollowing for both classifiers, respectively: (1) for manual hesitation fea-
ures the ‘neutral’ sentence group was the best (86% | 70%); (2) for
anual speech error features the ‘negative’ sentence group performed
 e  

11 
he best (70% | 70%), whereas the ‘positive’ sentence group performed
he worst (37% | 40%); (3) for the automatic token word entries feature
he ‘positive’ sentence group performed the best (69% | 67%); and (4)
or the automatic pause duration feature, all of the affect sentence results
ere close in performance. A more generalized, hesitation and speech

rror feature comparison of the decision tree and LDA classifiers based
n an their entire depression classification accuracy result set averages
i.e. consisting of all, positive, neutral, and negative sentence groups)
esulted in less than a 2% absolute difference in accuracy between these
wo classifiers. 

.5. Limitations 

Like other studies of this kind, a relatively small quantity of speech
ata was available. Similarly to the minimized number of assessment
asks evaluated in experiments herein, many clinical depression eval-
ations (e.g. BDI-II, MINI, PHQ-9, QIDS) routinely utilized by physi-
ians consist of only of less than two dozen patient-rated enquiry tasks
 Sheehan et al., 1998 ). Although the best of these results depend on
anual annotation from a single annotator, we note that even manual

ssessment approaches has important practical considerations, as these
ould be very quick and simple objective tests to administer in a clinical

etting or via a web-based service, including by a non-clinician/non-
xperts. In the future, by using multiple annotators for this type of
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Table 12 

Statistical significance using a two-sided t -test for depression classification results shown previously in Table 11 . These results were 

compiled using the depression classification results per all possible paired sets of 10-fold speech disfluency features. Starred and double- 

starred bracket indicates pairs of accuracy results that were statistical different based on a paired t -test with p = 0.05 and p = 0.01 settings, 

respectively. 

Disfluency Feature Accuracy t-Test Pairings ALL NEGATIVE NEUTRAL POSITIVE FUSION
Hesitations Speech Errors ** ** ** ** **

Hesitations Speech Voicing ** ** ** ** **
Hesitations ASR Token Word Entries ** ** ** ** **

Hesitations ASR Pause Durations ** ** ** ** **
Speech Errors Speech Voicing - - - ** **

Speech Errors ASR Token Word Entries ** ** - ** *
Speech Errors ASR Pause Durations ** ** ** ** -

Speech Voicing ASR Token Word Entries ** ** ** ** -
Speech Voicing ASR Pause Durations ** ** ** ** -

ASR Token Word Entries ASR Pause Durations * - ** ** -
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peech-disfluency research it could provide more insight as to the de-
ree of agreement among annotators. 

During the collection of the BDAS corpus, none of the depressed/non-
epressed cohorts were receiving anti-depressive or other prescription
edication. Some medications can impact speech-language behaviors.
pproximately less than half of the depressed/suicidal speech databases
ublished on over the last decade have provided metadata whether or
ot its participants were prescribed mental illness medications during
he recordings ( Cummins et al., 2015 ). It is suggested that future de-
ression speech databases include medication information along with
ndications of patient comorbidity. 

. Conclusion 

In this study, a read sentence protocol was explored as an evalu-
tion method for automatic speech-based depression classification. In
omparison to spontaneous speech, text-dependent speech has advan-
ages because the read linguistic and affective content can be explicitly
esigned to observe behaviors in a repeatable, controlled manner. Fur-
her, in a clinical context, text-dependent speech does not rely on the
ndividual interviewer’s expertise, bias, and skill level, which has been
reviously been shown to considerably impact medical diagnostic effec-
iveness ( Chevrie-Muller et al., 1985 ; Segrin & Flora, 1998 ). 

Experimental results based on acoustic eGeMAPS features show that
or text-dependent material, sentences containing affective keywords
ith the highest valence scores outperformed (4% to 11% absolute gain)

entences with lower valence keywords. An analysis of speech voicing
rame-based features based on read sentence experiments showed that
epressed speakers have a statistically significantly higher number of

unvoiced’ frames (23% increase) when compared to the non-depressed
peakers. Moreover, for ‘unvoiced’ and ‘speech’ voicing frames, there
as no instance wherein the depressed speakers had a shorter sentence

rame average than the non-depressed speakers. For all sentences com-
ined, the speech voicing frame-based features (e.g. ‘speech’, ‘unvoiced’)
chieved 70% depression classification accuracy. However, by further
rouping the ‘speech’ voicing feature into affective ‘negative’, ‘neutral’,
nd ‘positive’ groups based on keyword valence scores, greater improve-
ents were recorded, especially for the ‘neutral’ (76%) and ‘positive’

77%) sentence groups. 
Our proposed monitoring of specific word-level speech errors for

ead speech is a new area of exploration for automatic speech depression
lassification. Manual disfluency analysis presented in our study shows
hat depressed speakers have a considerable increase in hesitations (55%
ncrease) and speech errors (71% increase) when compared with a non-
epressed population. Our investigation of manually annotated speech
12 
rrors revealed that depressed speakers although given a simple read-
ng task, have an unusually high propensity to produce malapropisms.

ith regards to automatically extracted disfluencies, the analysis of de-
ressed speakers showed longer pause durations and a greater number
f token words than non-depressed speakers based on ASR transcripts
see Fig. 7 ). 

Manual disfluency experiments conducted herein examined broad
e.g. error, no error) versus detailed (e.g. hesitation, word repeat, phrase
epeat, self-correction) speech disfluency label feature sets. Using broad
anual speech disfluency labels per sentence, results showed that 67%
epression classification accuracy was achieved by simply recording
hether or not a sentence was read aloud properly. While the exam-

nation of the detailed manual disfluency labels per sentence only gen-
rated a relatively small depression classification improvement (69%),
his method allowed for the examination of individual hesitation and
rror types per sentence type. For example, it was shown that hesitation
eatures performed the best on neutral sentences (86%), whereas the
peech error features performed the best on ‘negative’ sentences (70%).
hese results provide evidence that affect contained within a sentence
an influence the elicitation of specific speech disfluency types, and fur-
hermore, that detailed disfluency analysis contains rich depression dis-
riminative information. 

Experimental results presented in this study demonstrate, in a col-
ective sense, that all types of affective valence speech samples (e.g.
egative, neutral, positive) are important in the speech-based analy-
is of depression. The newly proposed approach of fusing feature sets
xtracted from multiple valence ranges (‘all’, ‘negative’, ‘neutral’, ‘pos-
tive’) during elicited sentences aids the classification of depression, a
ood disorder. Remarkably, the majority of the speech disfluency fea-

ures presented in our depression classification experiments had a rel-
tively low feature dimension (less than 20), yet were highly effective.
y fusing the individual affective sentence groups based on valence and
ombining the most discriminative feature sets explored, significant im-
rovements were recorded when compared to the all-sentence baseline.
ur automatically derived disfluency feature investigation showed that

pecific ‘positive’ valence sentence fusion of token word entry and pause
uration features led to 84% depression classification, which surpassed
he affect-agnostic 69% depression classification performance. Further-
ore, the crucial technique of fusing two multi-valence fusion systems
based on manual hesitation and automatic pause duration – lead to

00% depression classification. 
In terms of implications for elicitation design, our results show that

arefully planned linguistic-affective stimuli (e.g. affective keyword po-
ition, point-of-view) can help to boost depression classification perfor-
ance. For example, for acoustic-based features, by evaluating only sen-
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ences with affective keyword positions located at the beginning, 5% ab-
olute gains in depression classification accuracy over the all-sentence
aseline were recorded. Furthermore, sentences with affective keyword
ositions located at the beginning generated up to 9% absolute depres-
ion classification accuracy gains in comparison to sentences with affec-
ive keywords located towards at the end. For the ‘speech’ voicing fea-
ure (e.g. ‘voiced’ and ‘unvoiced’), first-person linguistic point-of-view
entences generated depression classification accuracy gains of 9% and
% absolute when compared with the all-sentence baseline and third-
erson sentences, respectively. 

The different ranges recorded in depression classification perfor-
ance based on linguistic (i.e. syntax, grammar) and affective valence

acets indicate that read speech protocols (i.e. speech protocols, in gen-
ral) necessitate many design considerations for automatic depression
lassification applications to further help maximize effectiveness. To our
nowledge, this study is the first examination that explores the man-
er in which clinically depressed and non-depressed individuals produce
isfluencies during spoken affective sentence reading tasks. The newly
roposed speech error features have been shown to provide very strong
epression classification performance. 
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